Interview Schedule : PGCS

(For Hony. Directors)

1. Name:
2. Designation:
3. Date of Joining:
4. Are you liking the functioning of PGCS?
5. Are you satisfied with the working of PGCS?
6. Are you satisfied with your staff officers and other staff?
7. Are you satisfied with GU’s help?
8. Are you satisfied with counsellors and tutors?
9. How you are managing PGCS financial requirements; What are the sources of finance for the centre? Do you get any financial grant from anywhere?
10. Are you satisfied with students, their discipline, attendance in contact class and efforts?
11. In your opinion what problem counsellors or tutors are facing and their remedies?
12. In your view what problem students are facing and what remedial steps you are taking?
13. What is your opinion to introduce a regional language as a medium of instruction?
14. Are you adopting Assignment and feed back system in PGCS?
15. Are you satisfied with study materials quality and its design?
16. Is there any plan to introduce any other courses?

17. Are you happy with present infrastructure of PGCS or need more changes like increase in staff or permanent staff, computerisation of office, library, hostels etc.?

18. What is the reason for low output and delay in final exams?

19. Are you taking any help of STRIDE of IGNOU?

20. Any Special feature of PGCS?

21. PGCS is not able to achieve the objectives of Distant Education fully; what is the reason or has it aimed for some particular points only?

22. Any future plan?
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